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1. Please answer the fo llowing questions. 

(a) Ifwe place a specirnen of substance (either solid or fluid) between two pl ates 叭叭re below) and 

then apply a shear force F. Please describe the behavior difference between a solid and fluid under 

出e action of a constant shear force F. Explain wbat is the so-called Newtonian fluid . (5%) 
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(b) ln a two-dimensiona1 flow fie峙， the velocity distribution is of 出e fonn 否 = Ul +V]. The 凶ti刮

到 uid element at time , is of a square shape as shown below and at time t + 8t it becomes a 

genera1 tetragon 部 shown . 11α 缸ld 11β 訂e angular displacement of the original x - and y 
edges. Draw suitable schematic diagrams to show that the tetragon can explain as the combination of 
出e followings: 甘anslation， rotation, and shear deformation. (5%) 
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Hints for Prob 2(c)&2(d): 

l 八月 一 t1ß
The rotation rate of a fluid element = lim 一(一一一-，... ) 

t• 02 ' I1t 

The rate of angular deformation of a fluid element 
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(c) Density of gas fluid will change according to pressure. Please justify how the flow field of gas 

f10w can be regardi ng 扭扭 incompressible flow. (5%) 

(d) A baJI with mass M is dropped from rest Y=YO above the ground. Assume the air resistance 

(drag force) on the ba11 is neglected. Please express the velocity field of the ba11 by using Euler 

coordinate and Lagrangian coordinate respectively. (5%) 
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2. Consider the two-dimensional f1uíd f10w with velocity components: 

u = 以 + bx 2 + cy ; v = dy + exy 

where a, b, and c, are constants greater than zero. 

(a) Assume densi可 is constant and the mass is conserved, what can be said about constant d and e. 

(5%) 

(b) Determine ifthe vorticity is zero somewhere in the f10w field. Does this imply that the f10w is 

irrotational? (5%) 

(c) Find the rate of angular deformation ofa fluid element in this flow field? (5%) 

(d) Find the rotation rate of a fluid element in 出is f10w field? (5%) 

3. Figure below shows a steady incompressible f10w over a flat plate. The surface is porous and 

fluid is d.rawn off into 出e porous surface such 出at the nonnal component of velocity at the surface 

in V. The flow velocity outside the boundary layer is a constant U and the kinematic viscosity is a 

constant v. 

(a) Simply the continuity equation for this flow field . (4%) 

(b) Simply the Navier Stokes equations to model this flow field. (4%) 

(c) Show the boundary conditions for this flow fi eld. (4%) 

(d) Find the boundary layer velocity profùe u(y) (4%) 

(e) Define boundary layer thickness õ with u凡J=1 -e"2 at y=8. Find the boundary layer thickness õ 
(4%) 
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v= -v 
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4. Consider a huge water tank wifu a speci叫 arrangement of ex it 品 shown where the distance from 
the water level to 也e center line of exit is 10 m. Assume the exit has a properly rounded inlet 
(wi也 circular shape and diameter Din = 1 cm), where the required parameters are 

ρ = 1000kg /耐 ， g = 9.8m / sec 2
. A s甘乳ight expansion pipe of length L = 10 cm wi出血let

diameter Din = lcm ar趴he叫 diam伽 Dω=3c叫s conr叫“叫he叫 ( :，.. 0力
(a) Neglect the viscous loss, esti血ate the mean mass flow rate through the exit wi也 and

without the expanded connecting pipe. 
(b) Why do you get different results? 
(c) 首曲e viscous loss is considered, do you have similar di宜erence 出at the one with the 

expanded pipe stiU has a larger mass f10w rate 也an 甘illt without the connecting pipe? 可1hy?
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5. Consider the following two-dimensional, incompressible flow through the converging channel as 
shown. Assume one-dimensiona1 flow and the cross section 缸ea per unit depth 

isA =一」一 The 出let velo向 is V 1 at x=O ( .J.-" t) 
[1 + 0.25xJL] 

(a) Find the velocity and acceleration of a particle moving along 血e centerline; 
(b) Explain the method how you find the position of a f1uid particle (at x=O i叫tially) as a function 

of time (you must not show the corresponding mathematical manipulations explicit1y); and 
(c) Explain yo叮 answers of item (吋 and (b) in terrns ofthe Eu1erian and Lagrangian descriptions. 
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